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ABSTRACT: As the advancement in Information Technology grows rapidly, the term security is also one of the major 
concerns nowadays. The opponents sometimes may misuse the technology to steal the information. To formulate the users 
to interact and share data easily and immaculately with security across myriad networks, we require an environment that 
ensures secured and trusted information sharing. In this paper we are introducing a secure protocol for data sharing and to 
achieve data integrity, authentication and confidentiality using private and public cryptography and Secure Hash Algorithm 
(SHA-1). This protocol ensures the secure communication between the users by the use of constraint and reliability 
parameter of the communication nodes those involved in the interaction. Here we consider a scenario that involves 
customer, service contributor and the government department. This is also one of the proposed approaches for the cloud 
security. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Trust and security are key enablers of the information society [2]. To make the transaction secure and reliable, trust will 
play a significant role. The security can be provided by using encryption techniques and also various authentication 
schemes are used. 
To achieve the reliability of the information, the security can be provided at all individual levels for the better results. By 
performing various protection tasks at each level such as different techniques, we can ensure the Security.  Hence the 
attackers or the opponents can be restricted at each level. So that the security issue can be managed as level by level 
approach. The security issue can be predictable by projecting it onto a [3] three-level hierarchy such as: Management level, 
System level, and Application and Data level. The major elements of data security involve integrity, privacy, availability, 
authentication which has to be taken into consideration at diverse levels within the hierarchy 
There are some systems like Intelligence systems that aid international collaborations among government agencies tackle 
many research challenges in replicating information across agencies and organizations, interoperating transparently across 
heterogeneous data networks, and sharing multilingual data [5]. 
In our proposed approach, we have considered three nodes as customer, service contributor and government department. 
The customer is the person who needs a service from the service contributor and the service contributor is an organization 
that provides a particular service to the customer who satisfies its constraint. The government department contains both the 
customer and the service contributor information. To know the accuracy of the customer’s information, the service 
contributor will communicate with government department. To maintain the security for the customer’s information the 
government department should check the reliability parameter of that service contributor and then transfer the customer 
details to the service contributor. 
Because, the government department shouldn’t give the details of the customer to any unauthorized person or organization. 
The reliability parameter contains the rate of the service contributor and based on that rate the government department can 
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reveal the customer’s information to the service contributor. To make the details of the customer secured, all the 
information about the customer cannot be given to all contributors. After receiving the details from the government 
department, the service contributor checks those details of the customer with its constraint to provide the service to the 
customer. If the customer details are not satisfied with the constraint of the service contributor, the customer will not get 
any service from that service contributor. All the data transactions amid the three nodes are done using secure 
communication protocols. Similarly, the above scenario is also applicable for the data transmission between Cloud 
providers and the Cloud Users. A cloud computing provider or cloud computing service provider owns and operates cloud 
computing systems serve someone else. Cloud computing is being driven by providers including Google, Amazon.com, and 
Yahoo! as well as traditional vendors including IBM, Intel, Microsoft. A user is a consumer of cloud computing. The 
privacy of users in cloud computing has become of increasing concern. Let us consider a cloud i.e., Google docs. Google 
Drive is a file storage and synchronization service provided by Google, released on April 24, 2012, which enables user 
cloud storage, file sharing and collaborative editing. Google Drive is the home of Google Docs, an office suite of 
productivity applications, which offer collaborative editing on documents, spreadsheets, presentations, and more. Google 
Drive is Google's "software as a service" office suite. Documents, spreadsheets, presentations can be created with Google 
Drive, imported through the web interface, or sent via email. Google Docs is one of many cloud computing document-
sharing services. The majority of document-sharing services require user fees, whereas Google Docs is free.[1] 
In a cloud environment, data security issues and national interests mean that on-line document storage (e.g. electronic mail), 
and processing (e.g. Gmail) can be unsuitable for use by governments or commercial organizations, especially where 
sensitive data (e.g. electronic mail) or confidential data is being stored, edited or shared on systems and infrastructure that 
are outsourced (e.g. by senior US government officials to Google) and shared with many other organizations, individuals, 
users (e.g. the Internet). The proposed protocol will improve the security of the data transmission done with google docs. 
 

II. RELATED WORKS: A SHORT REVIEW 
 

The Literature presents a lot of works for secure communication in diverse applications. Any Information that is either 
minor or major has to be shared in a secure environment. Otherwise there is no information sharing. Here, we review some 
of the works presented in the literature.   
In [9] they used the trusted computing and PEI models but they fail to use a standard protocol for encryption and 
decryption. In [6] they have used the trusted computing technology for the content sharing between collaborating 
organizations but they had not used a standard protocol for encryption and decryption. In [7] they have proposed a temporal 
model for group-centric secure information sharing but they had not used a standard protocol for encryption and decryption. 
In [4] they had not used the constraint and trust based information sharing. If we merge the standard protocol for encryption 
and decryption and the constraint and trust based information sharing, the information sharing will be more secured. The 
aforementioned information sharing techniques are used in different scenarios; among those techniques the Md. 
Headayetullah et al. technique [5] is comparable with our technique. Because their technique requires information from the 
government department and our technique requires service from the service contributor based on constraint and reliability 
parameter. In their technique, the security personnel need the information from the government department and the data 
sharing between them is through a master control. In our technique, customer need service from the service contributor and 
the service contributor checks the customer’s information from the government department. So the information sharing in 
both the techniques are based on three nodes. 
 

III. PROPOSED CONSTRAINT AND RELIABILITY BASED INFORMATION EXCHANGE 
 

Government must keep in trust the critical asset, essential information and manage it effectively. A greater priority must be 
given by government organizations at all levels for the exchange of information and data between its trusted partners. 
Now consider a scenario of a service contributor whom service is telephone service entity and a person (customer) entity. In 
this scenario, a person requests / approaches to service contributor for a service, by submitting his personal details and 
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service requirement details, to fulfill the customer’s request, the service contributor has to verify the information of 
customers identity and his/her provided information for fulfilling the service contributor’s approval constraint. Service 
contributor verifies customer’s information at various government departments and private bodies (here we discuss only 
Government bodies). The verification bodies reveal the customer’s information to service contributor, so that no designated 
person from the service contributor can get customer’s information.  The information exchange shouldn’t cause to any 
security issues and problems hence it ensures confidentiality and authentication. 
This section describes the proposed technique of information sharing based on constraint and reliability parameter 
discussed below. Here we discuss the information sharing between the nodes   customer (C) and the service contributor 
(SC) and a government department (GD) and vice versa. The information sharing between each node should be secured. So 
it is the duty of the each node to transmit the request in an unintelligible possibly encrypted manner such that the hackers 
cannot extract any valuable information or alter the information in the request.  
Our proposed approach works as follows:  A customer send request to the service contributor. Here we consider service 
contributor such as BSNL, the request sent by the customer is for telephone service. The service contributor i.e., the BSNL 
agent checks the customer’s proof-id and then sends the same to Government department. Then the government department 
should check the reliability parameter of the service contributor and information of the customer in its database. Based on 
the reliability parameter of the service contributor the government department provides the details about the customer to the 
service contributor. The service contributor should provide the service to the customer after satisfying its constraint.  
In the on hand approach, the reliability of information shared is based on the reliability parameter of the  service 
contributor. The presented secure information sharing approach requires the following: (i) the public keys of the customer, 
service contributor and government departments. (ii) The government department uses reliability parameter to reveal 
customer details to service contributor and the constraint is needed for service contributor to provide service to customer. 
 
Reliability Parameter(RP): 
Definition: “It is nothing but a measure or a parameter that is used to verify the information of a certain organization 
using its identity and decides whether it is a reliable organization to share the information about a customer”. 
  The government department analyzes different factors related to characterize the reliability of the service 
contributor and also a service load balancing strategy is followed to attain good service quality.  

Government department initially verifies the service contributor’s registration id RidSC and if it exists in their reliability 
parameter list, it then checks the rate of that service contributor which is given by the customers. The reliability parameter 
contains the details of the service contributor. If the rate is equal to or above the target value, then the government 
department checks the customer details and gives the encrypted details of the customer to the service contributor based on 
the rate. If the rate of the service contributor is below the target value, the government department would give less details 
depends on the rate value. The process in the government department side after decrypting the encrypted data that is 
received from the service contributor is shown as below 
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Constraint: 
Definition: “Here constraint means the terms and conditions of a certain organization that should tolerate by the 
customers to get the benefit from that organization or it is just like an agreement used for getting the service”. 
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Each and every customer who needs a particular service from a particular organization must have to satisfy its constraint. 
After satisfying the constraint that customer is eligible to get the service. 
3.1 Set of Operations to be performed at the Customer side: 
3.1.1. Structuring the customer’s query: 
1. Encryption with customer public key KUc 
2.  
 
 
     Where E     Encryption. 
    Ri                Request number         C docs    = {d1, d2, d3, d4,……}    

 
3. Hi      Cinfo+Si 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig:1  Structuring the customer’s query 
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5. 
 
 
3.2. Stepladder at the service contributor: 
3.2.1: Validation of the Customer’s request by the Service Contributor:  
 
 
 
 
i) 
 
 
ii)  
 
 
3.2.2. The steps involved when structuring the SC’s request is as follows: 
1. 
 
 
 
2. 
 
 
3. Here SHA-1 algorithm is used to maintain the data integrity. 
 
 
 
4.  
 
 
5.  
 
 
6. Then SCkeyInfo and SCAInfo are combined to obtain   SC’s request SCREQ. 
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3.3. Processing the SC’s Request at the Government Department (GD): 
3.3.1 Validation of the SC’s request by Government Department: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig:2  Validating SC’s request by GD 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. The SC’s request SCREQ    is as 
 
 
 

Where, SCAInfo = EKSj [Hj+ SCInfo ]  and     SCGDKeyInfo= E KUgd [  KSj  +  Sj ] 
    
 
 
 
If both are same, SC’s request message is not tampered, otherwise tampered.  
3.3.2 Structuring the GD’s response: The customer’s information is given by GD as response to SC’s request. And also 
the GD has to transmit the response in a garbled possibly encrypted manner such that no hacker can access any valuable 
information or modify any information in the request. 
1.GD’s  response  information,   GDResinfo   is combined with secrete value Sk

 and hashed with SHA-1 to obtain Hk.  
2.The hash value Hk and response message GDResinfo   are combined, and the result is encrypted with session key KSk to 
obtain  GDAResinfo.So GD’s response message GDResinfo  will be authenticated and confidential. 
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3.4. Operations performed by Service Contributor (SC) are the following: 
3.4.1. Validation of GD’s Response by SC: 
The steps involved in the above process are as follows: 
1. The received response SCRREQ consists of  GDAResInfo  and  GDResKeyInfo . 
         Dec[GD ResKeyInfo]KRsc        KSk+ Sk 
         Dec[GDAResInfo]Ks  GDResinfo + Hk      
2.Hl           SHA1 [ GDResInfo  +  Sk ] 
If Hk== Hk

` then 
Information is not tampered 
 Endif. 
 
 
3.4.2 Structuring the SC’s response involves the following steps:  
After verifying the authentication and integrity of GD’s response, SC prepares and sends the response message for 
appropriate customer’s request based upon its constraint.  
 

 

 
The structured SC‘s response SCRESREQ contains the SCAResInfo and   SCResKeyInfo . 
 
3.5 Steps in the proposed approach at customer side: 
 
 3.5.1. Validation of SC’s Response by Customer: 
 
1.The received SC’s response SCRESREQ  consists of  SCAResInfo  and  SCResKeyInfo  
               Dec[SC ResKeyInfo] KRc          KSl+ Sl 
           Dec[SCAResInfo]Ksl         GDResinfo  + Hl     
 
2. Hl= SHA1[SCResInfo, Sl] 
          If  Hl== Hl

` then 
 Not a tampered information 
           End if 
3. IF Ri=Dec[ERi] KRc   then  
                     The response is valid 
   End if 
 

GDAResinfo EKSk [  Hk    +  GDResinfo  ] 
 

Hl   SHA1[  SCResinfo+ Sl ] 

SCAResinfo    EKSl  [ Hl + SCResinfo ] 
 

SCReskeyinfo    E KUc[  KSl   +    Sl] 
 

SC RESreq   SCAinfo      +  SCResKeyinfo 
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IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 

  This section details the information we used to structure the database of the government department for checking 
the reliability parameter of the service contributor and for checking the details of the customer and the results we obtained 
for our proposed constraint and trust based information sharing using that database. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Tab:1 Result of experimentation 
 

In this section, we have presented the experimental results of the constraint and trust based secure protocol in information 
systems. The results obtained from experiments illustrates that the presented protocol is effective secure information 
sharing between service contributors and government departments. The process started with a request for confidential 
information about customers by making use of private and public key cryptography. The government department after a 
security check responds with the appropriate information based on the reliability parameter with telephone service. The 
customer information sent will be a subset of information available with the target on the basis of the reliability parameter. 
At the service contributor, the legitimacy and authentication and confidentiality of the appropriate government response is 
verified. From the table, it is clear that the amount of information shared between service contributor and government 
departments depends on the reliability parameter of service provider. In this table, the field “information available in the all 
government departments” gives complete customer information collected from all government departments.   
 

V. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 
 

This section delineates some of the comparison between the existing technique and our technique.  
The Table:2 shows the comparison of the existing technique and our proposed technique.  

 

Cid SCRi
d Trustfactor constraint Limit of data 

12456 4567 2.4 satisfied Minimum 
23458 5432 3.6 satisfied Maximum 

45678 3468 3.5 not satisfied None 
73245 7698 3 satisfied Average 

 Existing Approach [4] Proposed Approach 
Communicating 
Entities 

3 3 

 
 
Intention 

To share the valuable information between security personnel 
&various government departments.  

To transmit the vital information between   
service contributor and the government 
department. 

Which hash 
algorithm is used ? 

MD5 was used and 
gives less secured hash  code. 

 SHA-1 is used and gives more secured hash 
code. 

Encryption 
techniques used 

 Only asymmetric key algorithms were used.  Symmetric and asymmetric key algorithms. 
 

Performance  More processing  time required. 
More complexity. 

The processing time and response time is 
less when we compare to existing system. 
Less complexity 
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Tab:2 Comparative Analysis 
 
 
 
 

Fig:3 Result Analysis 
 
 

6. Conclusion 
 
 
In this paper we have recommended a technique for information sharing based on constraint and reliability parameters. 
We have used three nodes as Customer, Service Contributor and Government Department. The details about the customer 
and the details about the service contributor are in the database of the government department. The details of the customer 
would be given to the service contributor by the government department after checking the reliability parameter of the 
service contributor. The service contributor would provide the service to the customer after checking the constraint from 
customer details sent by government department. In this proposed constraint and trust based security protocol has provided 
authentication, confidentiality and info integrity by making use of SHA-1 Algorithm, private and public key cryptography. 
Because of this protocol, illegal persons cannot get the service from the service contributor and the details about the 
customer would be secured while transmitting customer details from customer to service contributor and government 
department to service contributor.  We have also compared our technique with the existing technique and showed our 
technique is more secured than the existing technique. 
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